Abstract. The paper is devoted to the symmetry aspects of 2D nonlocal field theory, which is the simplest deformation of the conformally invariant quantum field theory with one free bosonic field. The inverse problem of representation theory is solved for q R -conformal symmetries, which are infinite dimensional hidden symmetries of the field theory. There is developed a mathematical formalism based on the abstract categorical representation theory and sufficient for applications of symmetry methods to the investigation of processes of synthesis, decay and interaction of quasiparticles in the models of 2D nonlocal quantum field theory. This paper being devoted to one of aspects of the inverse problem of representation theory [1] is addressed as to specialists in mathematical physics and applied mathematics involved in the analysis of hidden symmetries in quantum field models, classical and quantum dynamical and controlled systems as to mathematiciansalgebraists, who are interested in new aspects of representation theory that are explicated during the investigations of concrete models and systems. An exposition of the material has its goals, in general, to show how unexpected mathematical objects appear during the analysis of concrete hidden symmetries and in what extend the modern rather abstract mathematical concepts (category theory, Grothendieck topology, theory of sheaves and topoi) may be essential for the understanding of symmetry aspects of problems of mathematical physics. It is rather convenient to remind that an initiative of the explication of such applications of modern 'categoric-algebrogeometric' apparatus to problems of theoretical and mathematical physics belongs to Yu.I.Manin (see e.g. [2]).
This paper being devoted to one of aspects of the inverse problem of representation theory [1] is addressed as to specialists in mathematical physics and applied mathematics involved in the analysis of hidden symmetries in quantum field models, classical and quantum dynamical and controlled systems as to mathematiciansalgebraists, who are interested in new aspects of representation theory that are explicated during the investigations of concrete models and systems. An exposition of the material has its goals, in general, to show how unexpected mathematical objects appear during the analysis of concrete hidden symmetries and in what extend the modern rather abstract mathematical concepts (category theory, Grothendieck topology, theory of sheaves and topoi) may be essential for the understanding of symmetry aspects of problems of mathematical physics. It is rather convenient to remind that an initiative of the explication of such applications of modern 'categoric-algebrogeometric' apparatus to problems of theoretical and mathematical physics belongs to Yu.I.Manin (see e.g. [2] ).
The inverse problem of representation theory is to restore an abstract mathematical object (or its characteristics) by a concrete realization, for example, by a fixed set of matrices or operators in an infinite dimensional space [1] . Thus, one 1. q R -conformal field theories and q R -conformal symmetries [7] The spectrum of fields of the simplest model of conformal field theory is generated by one free bosonic field and, thus, consists of all composite fields, which are the normal ordered pointwise products of the current constructed from the free field (see a general construction of currents from Fubini-Veneziano fields in [7] ) on itself. Other models of the conformal field theory, which complete description was done in [8] , are received under a transition to several free fields (the so-called free field representation [9] ).
The model with one free bosonic field is described by a Lagrangian
where an integration is done inside the unit complex disk. From many points of view (as theoretical as technical) it is useful to consider a nonlocal deformation (cf. [10] ) of the model with a nonlocal Lagrangian
where the kernel K h (z,z) is the Bergman kernfunction of the Lobachevskiǐ metric in the unit complex disk:
so the nonlocal Lagrangian is invariant under all Möbius (linear-fractional) transformations of the complex disk. Note that the Lagrangian of the free bosonic field L(ϕ) may be obtained from the nonlocal Lagrangians L h as their limit at h → ∞. Models of 2D quantum field theory with the Lagrangian L h (and whose classical counterparts have the natural nonlocal nondegenerate Poisson brackets with Lagrangian L h as a Kähler potential of the Kähler metric constructed from them) are the simplest models of nonlocal theory and at the same time they possess an interesting and nontrivial internal algebraic structure. A language of the operator formalism of the quantum field theory was applied to these nonlocal models after their holomorphic-antiholomorphic (chiral) factorization in the author's paper [7] , where the models were called q R -conformal field theories (q R = 1 2h−1 ). The components of operator fields of the q R -conformal field theory, which are invariant under all complex projective transformation of the Riemann sphere, admit a realization by tensor operators in the Verma modules over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) and, therefore, may be written as (generalized) differential operators, so many problems of the field theory for these models have analytic or numeric solutions and the formulation of their difference (lattice) approximations does not produce any problems (for example, the problem of integration of a quantum-field top, which was considered for the conformal field theory in [11] and for q R -conformal theories in [12] ).
An important feature of 2D conformal field theories is the presence of infinite additional symmetries, which are described by the Witt algebra or by its central extension, the Virasoro algebra Cvir [13] . These symmetries appear as components of the decomposition of the (chirally factorized) stress-energy tensor, the square of the free bosonic field (more precisely, of the current constructed from it). Analogs of the free field representations and stress-energy tensor in the q R -conformal case were considered in detail in the article [7] . Thus, the q R -conformal stress-energy tensor is the generating function of the spin 2 tensor operators in the Verma module over the Lie algebra sl(2, C). If the Verma module V h (here h is the extremal weight [14] ) over this algebra is realized in the space of all polynomials C[z] of a complex variable z, and the action of generators
then the components of the q R -conformal stress-energy tensor (q R -conformal symmetries) are of the form:
where ξ = z∂ z .
The q R -conformal symmetries form an infinite family. There were done several attempts to solve the inverse problem of representation theory for them, i.e. to unravel their algebraic structure. One of these attempts was described in the article [7] , its result is the associative algebra Cvir(q R ), an analog of the nonlinear sl 2 of [15] . Another approach was sketched in the electronic preprint [5] and developed in the author's article 'Approximate representations and the Virasoro algebra' prepared for a publication. However, there is a necessity of the further search of other ways to solve the inverse problem of representation theory for q R -conformal symmetries. The next paragraph id devoted to a description of one of the possible versions. 
B. A representation of the Lie composite v in the space H is the linear mapping T : v → End(H) such that T | v i is a representation of the Lie algebra v i for all i.
C. Let g be a Lie algebra. A linear mapping T : g → End(H) is called the composed representation of g in the linear space H iff there exists a set g 1 , . . . , g n of the Lie subalgebras of g, which form a dense connected composite and T is its representation.
Reducibility and irreducibility of representations of the Lie composites are defined in the same manner as for Lie algebras. One may also formulate a superanalog of the Definition 1. The set of representations of the fixed Lie composite is closed under the tensor product and, therefore, may be supplied by the structure of a tensor category [16] . 
Proof. First, note that the commutator of operators corresponded to the opposite vertices commute with operators corresponded to other four vertices. It commutes with all six operators because they may be expressed as commutators of the least four operators. So the commutator of operators corresponded to the opposite vertices belongs to the center of the Lie algebra generated by the all six operators. Let us factorize this Lie algebra g by the center. Such quotient is isomorphic to so(4) (one uses the fact that formulas for commutators of all six operators are known up to the center of g). The statement of the theorem is a consequence of this result and the fact that any central extension of the semisimple Lie algebra is trivial (i.e. may be splitted -see f.e. [17] )
The construction of the Octahedron Lie composite may be generalized on the certain class of polyhedra. However, any analogs of the Proposition are not known for such general case.
Example 2 (The Witt composite) [5] . Let w be the so-called Witt algebra, which is a subalgebra of the complexification CVect(S 1 ) of the Lie algebra Vect(S 1 ) of the smooth vector fields on a circle S 1 [18] . The Witt algebra w consists of all polynomial vector fields and admits a basis e k (k ∈ Z) with commutation relations [e i , e j ] = (i − j)e i+j . The Virasoro algebra Cvir [19] is one-dimensional nontrivial central extension of the Witt algebra.
Let us consider two subalgebras p ± of w generated by e i with i ≥ −1 and i ≤ 1; note that p + ∩ p − = sl(2, C). The triple (w; p + , p − ) is a dense connected Lie composite.
Each representation of the Virasoro algebra defines a representation of the Witt composite in the same space. The reciprocal statement is not correct, of course, what is shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 1A. The action of the Lie algebra sl(2, C) in any Verma module V h (h is the highest weight) may be extended to the representation of the Lie composite (w; p + , p − ) and, hence, to the composed representation of the Witt algebra w.
Proof. The Theorem follows from the explicit formulas for the spin 2 tensor operators in the Verma modules over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) (q R -conformal symmetries), which realize a representation of the Witt composite. 
Remark 2.
Generalizing the terminology of [1, 3] one may say that the spin 2 tensor operators (i.e. the q R -conformal symmetries) in the Verma modules V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) form the set of hidden symmetries, whose algebraic structure is one of the Witt composite.
Note that if the hidden symmetries realize a representation of the Lie composite they should not be unpacked (a similar situation appears also in the case of the isocommutator algebras of hidden symmetries and the related Lie g-bunches [3:Topic 3;1: §2.1]).
Example 3. Let w be the Witt algebra and (w; p ± ) be the Witt composite. Let us consider the abelian extension w e of the Witt algebra by the generators
The subalgebras p ± of w may be extended to the subalgebras p e ± of w e by the generators f i , where i ≥ 0 and i ≤ 0, respectively. The triple (w e ; p e ± ) form the extended Witt composite. Theorem 1B. The representation of the Witt composite in any Verma module V h (h is the highest weight) over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) may be extended to the representation of the Lie composite (w e ; p e ± ) and, hence, the composed representation of w in V h may be extended to the composed representation of w e .
Proof. The additional generators f i are represented by the tensor operators of spin 1 (the components of a decomposition of the q R -affine current [7] ), namely,
Remark 3. It is very interesting to consider the composed representations of the real semisimple Lie algebras g, which unduce representations of some natural subal-gebras (for instance, of two opposite maximal parabolic subalgebras or two opposite Borel subalgebras, perhaps plus some sl(2, C) imbed into g, etc.).
Remark 4. Composed representations of other algebraic structures (isotopic pairs)
were considered in the author's article [20] .
Thus, we established in the second paragraph that the q R -conformal symmetries may be regarded as a realization of the same algebraic structure (the Witt algebra or the Virasoro algebra) as for the conformal symmetries, however, with a new understanding of the operation of 'representation' itself. Thus, it is natural to formulate a question what 'to represent' means and what feautures should the nonstandard representation have to allow to operate with them as with standard ones, and how to receive new unknown types of representations from the constructed ones. All these questions are a subject of the following paragraph, which will have a rather formal mathematical character being far from the initial formulation of the problem from the nonlocal quantum field theory.
Categorical representation theory and q R -conformal
symmetries: composite and overlay representations 3.1. Elements of the categorical representation theory [6] . We shall consider the representations of classes of objects, which constitute a category, which will be called the ground category. The categorical aspects of the standard representation theory were discussed in [16] . Some categorical generalizations were described in [21] . However, we shall formulate the most abstract settings, which are necessary for our purposes.
Definition 2A. A representation theory for the ground category A is a contravariant functor R from the category A to the category ABEL of all small abelian categories.
Sometimes one should consider the category ADD of all small additive categories instead of ABEL. However, we shall consider the least category for simplicity.
Often the ground category has some good properties, e.g. that for any finite family of objects there exists their coproduct, which coincides with their product. Such situation is realized for Lie algebras, Lie groups, finite groups, associative algebras, Hopf algebras and many other structures. However, the isotopic pairs (see f.e.[1: §2.2;19] ) and the most of other algebraic pairs do not form a category of such type. For the ground category A, in which products and coproducts of finite number of objects exist and coincide, we shall claim in the definition of representation theories that an associative family of imbeddings R(a) × R(b) ֒→ R(a + b) (a and b are any objects of the ground category A) is defined. Such representation theories will be called quasitensorial.
Remark 5.
If an object a of the ground category A admits a coassociative monomorphism ε into a + a then R(a) is a tensor category iff the representation theory R is quasitensorial.
There exist non-quasitensorial representation theories even for the well-known categories of the represented objects, e.g. general HS-projective representations of Lie algebras [5] or unitary HS-pseudorepresentations of Lie groups are out of this class.
Definition 2B. A representation theory for the ground category A is called homomorphic iff there exists a subcategory A 0 of A (the target subcategory) such that for any object a of A the category R(a) may be identified with the category Mor(a, A 0 ) of all (equivalence classes of) morphisms from a to the objects of the category A 0 .
For instance, theories of all linear, projective, unitary representations of Lie groups are homomorphic. Note that the target category A 0 is always an additive subcategory of the ground category A.
Definition 2C. A representation theory for the ground category A is called hiddenly homomorphic iff there exists a homomorphic representation theory R ′ for a category K and a functor (multi-valued in general) ̺ :
Below we shall consider some examples and general constructions of the hiddenly homomorphic representation theories for the ground category LIE of the Lie algebras inspired by the considered above solution of the inverse proble, of representation theory for q R -conformal symmetries in nonlocal quantum field theory, which are not homomorphic, and describe their interpretations in terms of the categorical representation theory. [6] . Let us formulate an abstract categorical setting for the construction of the composed representations defined in the second paragraph.
Composed representation theories
Definition 3A. Let A be a topologized ground category (i.e. supplied by a structure of the Grothendieck topology [22] ). Let R be a representation theory for A. The composed representation theory C(R) for A may be constructed in the following manner. Let a be an object of the ground category A and S = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . s n ) (s i ∈ Mor(a i , a)) be a cover of a then the objects of the category C(R)(a) consists of all data (b 1 , b 2 , . . . b n ), b i ∈ R(a i ) such that for any object c and monomorphisms f ∈ Mor(c, a) and
holds. The morphisms in C(R)(a) are defined in the same manner.
For any representation theory R the composite representation theory C(R) is a sheaf of abelian categories over the topologized ground category A [22] . It is a sheaf canonically constructed from the pre-sheaf R over the topologized ground category A (note that the representation theory for the topologized ground category A is just a pre-sheaf over it).
Theorem 2A [6] . The composed representations of Lie algebras form a composed representation theory C(R), where R is a standard representation theory of Lie algebras (the covers of the Lie algebras are defined by the dense connected Lie composites).
Note that the Grothendieck topology of the Theorem 2A differs from the usual one [21] .
Remark 6. If R is the standard representation theory then the theory C(R) is hiddenly homomorphic, the category K is one of the Lie composites, the category K 0 consists of Lie algebras End(H) for all linear spaces H. i.e. just the same as for a homomorphic standard represntation theory. However, if R is a general representation theory C(R) is not obligatory hiddenly homomorphic.
I suspect that the concept of the hidden homomorphicity of the composite representation theories may be somehow understood in terms of the topos theory [22] .
Remark 7. C(C(R)) = C(R). 3 . 3 . Overlay representation theories [6] . The disadvantages of the composed representation theory is clearly explicated on the examples of the composed representations of the Witt algebras by the hidden infinite dimensional (q R -conformal) symmetries in the Verma modules over the Lie algebra sl(2, C). First, the tensor product of a finite number of these irreducible composed representations is irreducible. This fact contradicts to the naïve intuition. Second, the hidden symmetries do not form any representation themselves whereas intuitively they should form the adjoint representation. From the point of view of the mathematical physics all this disadvantages are essential because they do not allow to use effectively the apparatus of representation theory for the analysis of processes of decay, synthesis and interaction of quasiparticles in 2D nonlocal field theory.
So one needs some generalization of the composed representations. Let us define the operator Lie composites LC(H) as the sets of subspaces End(H i ) in the spaces End(H) (H = H 1 + . . . + H m ) with the natural structures of Lie algebras.
Definition 4.
A. An overlay representation of the Lie composite v in the space H is the homomorphism T of v into the operator Lie composite LC(H).
B. Let g be a Lie algebra. A linear mapping T : g → End(H) is called the overlay composed representation (or simply overlay representation) of g in the linear space H iff there exists a set g 1 , . . . , g n of the Lie subalgebras of g, which form a dense connected composite and T is its overlay representation.
Remark 8. The overlay representations of any Lie algebra g form a tensor category.
The overlay representations solve the previously described difficulties.
Theorem 1C [6] . The tensor operators of spin 2 in the Verma modules V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) form an overlay representation of the Witt algebra, which are subrepresentations of End(V h ).
Remark 9. The tensor operators of any natural spin n in the Verma modules V h over the Lie algebra sl(2, C) (described completely in [7] ) form overlay representations of the Witt algebra, which are subrepresentations of End(V h ). Let us formulate the natural categorical settings for the construction of overlay representations.
Definition 3B. Let A be a topologized ground category. Let R be a homomorphic representation theory for A with the target subcategory A 0 supplied by the Grothendieck topology induced from A. The overlay representation theory O(R) for A may be constructed in the following manner. Let a be an object of the ground category A and S = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . s n ) (s i ∈ Mor(a i , a)) be a cover of a then the objects of the category O(R)(a) consists of all data (r 1 , r 2 , . . . r n ), r i ∈ Mor(a, b i ), b i are objects of the target subcategory A 0 , which form a cover of the object b of the same subcategory by the monomorphisms t i ∈ Mor(b i , b) , such that for any subobject (c; p] of a (p ∈ Mor(c, a) ) the equality (the overlay glueing rule) Note that the Grothendieck topology of the Theorem 3B differs from the usual one.
Remark 11. (A) If R is a homomorphic representation theory for the ground category A then for any object a of A the category C(R)(a) is a subcategory of O(R)(a). (B) C(O(R)) = O(R).
Thus, the symmetry aspects of 2D nonlocal field theory, which is the simplest deformation of conformally invariant theory with one free bosonic field, are considered in the article ( §1). The inverse problem of representation theory is solved for q R -conformal symmetries, which are the infinite dimensional hidden symmetries of the theory ( §2). Based on the abstract categorical representation theory the mathematical apparatus sufficient for applications of symmetry methods to investigations of processes of synthesis, decay and interaction of quasiparticles in the models of 2D nonlocal quantum field theory is developed ( §3). Rez me. V rabote rssmotreny simmetri nye aspekty dvumerno nelokalьno teorii pol , vl we s proste xe deformacie konformno-invariantno kvantovo teorii pol s odnim svobodnym bozonnym polem. Rexena obratna zadaqa teorii predstavleni dl q R -konformnyh simmetri , vl w ihs beskoneqnomernymi skrytymi simmetri mi ukazanno teorii. Na baze abstraktno kategorno teorii predstavleni razvit matematiqeski apparat, dostatoqny dl primeneni simmetrinyh metodov k izuqeni processov sinteza, raspada i vzaimode stvi kvaziqastic v model h dvumerno nelokalьno kvantovo teorii pol .
APPENDIX: THE ORIGINAL RUSSIAN VERSION OF ARTICLE
Danna rabota, posv wenna odnomu iz aspektov obratno zadaqi teorii predstavleni [1] , adresovana kak specialistam v matematiqesko fizike i prikladno matematike, zanima wihs analizom skrytyh simmetri v kvantovo-polevyh model h, klassiqeskih i kvantovyh dinamiqeskih i upravl emyh sistemah, tak i matematikam-algebraistam, interesu wims tem, kakie novye storony teorii predstavleni vskryva ts pri issledovanii konkretnyh modele i sistem. Izloжenie materiala presleduet, v osnovnom, celь pokazatь, kak pri analize konkretnyh skrytyh simmetri voznika t neoжidannye matematiqeskie obъekty i v kako stepeni sovremennye dostatoqno abstraktnye matematiqeskie koncepcii (teori kategori , topologii Grotendika, teori puqkov i toposov) mogut bytь suwestvenny pri osmyslenii simmetri nyh aspektov zadaq matematiqesko fiziki. V danno sv zi vpolne umestno napomnitь, qto iniciativa raskryti podobnyh priloжeni sovremennogo "kategornoalgebrogeometriqeskogo" apparata k voprosam teoretiqesko i matematiqesko fiziki prinadleжit .I.Maninu (sm.napr. [2] ). Obratna zadaqa teorii predstavleni zakl qaets v vosstanovlenii abstraktnogo matematiqeskogo obъekta (ili ego harakteristik) po konkretno realizacii, naprimer, po zadanno sovokupnosti matric ili operatorov v beskoneqnomernom prostranstve [1] . Tak sovokupnosti vseh vewestvennyh kososimmetriqeskih matric n × n moжno sopostavitь algebru Li so(n, R). Bolee sloжnye primery, rassmatrivalisь, naprimer, v [1, 3] .
Qasto obratna zadaqa teorii predstavleni podrazumevaet poisk nekotorogo predstavitel iz fiksirovannogo klassa abstraktnyh algeb-raiqeskih struktur (naprimer, algebr Li ili associativnyh algebr s kvadratiqnymi sootnoxeni mi) po ego predstavleni , pri зtom, qto takoe predstavlenie algebraiqeskogo obъekta iz zadannogo klassa uжe opredeleno. Pri rexenii podobno obratno zadaqi voznika t, kak pravilo, dostatoqno interesnye novye matematiqeskie obъekty. Na зtom puti byli vy vleny, naprimer, kvantovye gruppy [4] ; nekotorye drugie ill stracii (algebry Raka-Vignera, ℧-algebry, algebry Skl nina i t.d.) soderжats v [1, 3] .
Odnako, obratna zadaqa teorii predstavleni moжet bytь rassmotrena i v drugom rakurse. Budem predpolagatь, qto abstraktny obъekt prinadleжit dostatoqno prostomu klassu struktur, naprimer, vl ets algebro Li, no sam sposob predstavleni otliqen ot standartnogo. Podobna postanovka zadaqi byla sformulirovana v [5] . Koneqno жe, metodologiqeski perehod k novomu rakursu oznaqaet smenu poiska podobi meжdu konkretnym i abstraktnym obъektami (gomomorfnosti pervogo vtoromu) na analiz vozmoжnosti predstavleni vtorogo pervym. Зto predpolagaet tak ili inaqe vopros o tom, qto takoe predstavlenie i qto znaqit predstavl tь. Kak sledstvie, privleqenie abstraktnogo algebraiqeskogo apparata teorii kategori predstavl ets razumnym, qto i bylo sdelano v [6] . Takim obrazom, danna statь , posv wenna tomu, kak algebra Virasoro (bolee toqno, algebra Vitta, centralьnym rasxireniem kotoro algebra Virasoro vl ets ) voznikaet pri primenenii kategorno teorii predstavleni k analizu q R -konformnyh simmetri v dvumerno nelokalьno q R -konformno teorii pol , predstavl et sobo sistematiqeskoe izloжenie materiala зlektronnyh preprintov [5, 6] .
1. q R -konformnye teorii pol i q R -konformnye simmetrii [7] Spektr pole proste xe modeli konformno teorii pol poroжdaets odnim svobodnym bozonnym polem i, takim obrazom, sostoit iz sostavnyh pole , poluqennyh pri pomowi normalьno upor doqennogo potoqeqnogo proizvedeni postoennogo po svobodnomu pol toka (sm. obwu konstrukci postroeni toka po pol Fubini-Veneciano v [7] ) na seb koneqnoe qislo raz. Ostalьnye modeli konformno teorii pol , polnoe opisanie kotoryh dano v [8] , poluqa ts pri perehode k neskolьkim svobodnym pol m (t.n. predstavlenie svobodnyh pole [9] ).
Modelь s odnim svobodnym bozonnym polem opisyvaets lagranжianom
gde integrirovanie vedets po vnutrennosti kompleksnogo diska. S mnogih toqek zreni (kak teoretiqeskih, tak i tehniqeskih) polezno rassmatrivatь nelokalьnu deformaci (sr. [10] ) зto modeli s nelokalьnym lagranжianom
gde dro K h (z,z) predstavl et sobo funkci Bergmana metriki Lobaqevskogo v ediniqnom kompleksnom diske:
v silu qego nelokalьny lagranжian okazyvaets invariantnym otnositelьno vseh mebiusovyh (drobno-line nyh) preobrazovani kompleksnogo diska. Otmetim, qto lagranжian svobodnogo bozonnogo pol L(ϕ) poluqaets iz nelokalьnyh lagranжianov L h predelьnym perehodom h → ∞. Modeli dvumerno kvantovo teorii pol s lagranжianom L h (i estestvennymi nelokalьnymi skobkami Puassona, kзlerovym potencialom otveqa we kotorym kзlerovo metriki sluжit lagranжian L h ) vl ts proste ximi model mi nelokalьno teorii, i v to жe samoe vrem oni oblada t interesno i netrivialьno vnutrenne algebraiqesko strukturo . Na zyke operatornogo formalizma kvantovo teorii pol ukazannye nelokalьnye modeli posle golomorfno-antigolomorfno (kiralьno ) faktorizacii byli rassmotreny v rabote avtora [7] i nazvany q R -konformnymi teori mi pol (q R = 1 2h−1 ). Komponenty operatornyh pole q Rkonformnyh teori pol , kotorye invariantny otnositelьno vseh kompleksnyh proektivnyh preobrazovani sfery Rimana, dopuska t realizaci tenzornymi operatorami v modul h Verma nad algebro Li sl(2, C) i, kak sledstvie, zapisyva ts (obobwennymi) differencialьnymi operatorami, poзtomu mnogie zadaqi teorii pol dl зtih modele dopuska t analitiqeskoe ili qislennoe rexeni , pri зtom formulirovka ih raznostnyh (rexetoqnyh) approksimaci ne predstavl et truda (naprimer, zadaqa integrirovani kvantovo-polevogo volqka, rassmatrivavxa s dl konformnyh teori pol v [11] i dl q R -konformnyh teori v [12] ).
Vaжno osobennostь dvumernyh konformnyh teori pol vl ets naliqie beskoneqnyh dopolnitelьnyh simmetri , opisyvaemyh algebro Vitta ili ee centralьnym rasxireniem -algebro Virasoro Cvir [13] . Зti simmetrii po vl ts kak komponenty razloжeni (kiralьno faktorizovannogo) tenzora зnergii-impulьsa, kvadrata svobodnogo bozonnogo pol (bolee toqno, postroennogo po nemu toka). Analogi predstavleni svobodnyh pole predstvaleni svobodnyh pole i tenzora зnergii-impulьsa v q R -konformnom sluqae byli podrobno izuqeny v rabote [7] . Tak q R -konformny tenzor зnergii-impulьsa vl ets proizvod we funkcie tenzornyh operatorov spina 2 v module Verma nad algebro Li sl(2, C). Esli modulь Verma V h (h -зkstremalьny ves [14] ) nad зto algebro realizovan v prostranstve mnogoqlenov C[z] ot odnogo kompleksnogo peremennogo z, a de stvie generatorov
to komponenty q R -konformnogo tenzora зnergii-impulьsa (q R -konformnye simmetrii) ime t vid:
q R -konformnye simmetrii obrazu t beskoneqnoe seme stvo. Byl predprin t r d popytok rexitь obratnu zadaqu teorii predstavleni dl nih, t.e. vy vitь ih algebraiqesku strukturu. Odna iz popytok opisana v rabote [7] , ee rezulьtatom vl ets associativna algebra Cvir(q R ), analog neline no sl 2 raboty [15] . Drugo podhod byl nameqen v зlekt-ronnom preprinte [5] i razvit v sdanno v peqatь rabote avtora "Pribliжennye predstavleni i algebra Virasoro". Kak by to ni bylo, ostaets neobhodimostь dalьne xego poiska inyh pute rexeni obratno zadaqi teorii predstavleni dl q R -konformnyh simmetri . Sledu wi paragraf posv wen opisani odnogo iz vozmoжnyh variantov.
Algebraiqeska struktura
V. Pustь g -algebra Li. Line noe otobraжenie T : g → End(H) nazyvaets kompozitnym predstavleniem g v line nom prostranstve H, esli suwestvuet mnoжestvo g 1 , . . . , g n podalgebr Li algebry g, obrazu wih plotny sv zny lievski kompozit, i T -ego predstavlenie. Privodimostь i neprivodimostь, razloжimostь i nerazloжimostь predstavleni lievskogo kompozita, a takжe estestvennye operacii nad nimi, opredel ts tak жe kak i dl algebr Li [16] . Moжno takжe sformulirovatь superanalog opredeleni 1. Sovokupnostь predstavleni fiksirovannogo lievskogo kompozita zamknuto otnositelьno tenzornogo proizvedeni i, sledovatelьno, dopuskaet strukturu tenzorno kategorii [16] . Predloжenie. Pustь T -proizvolьnoe predstavlenie lievskogo kompozita (v; v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) v koneqnomernom line nom prostranstve H, togda H nadel ets strukturo predstavleni algebry Li so(4). Esli T -neprivodimoe predstavlenie, to suwestvu t vewestvennye qisla λ A , λ B , λ C ,
Dokazatelьstvo. Vo-pervyh, otmetim, qto kommutator operatorov, otveqa wih protivopoloжnym verxinam, kommutiruet s operatorami, otveqa wimi qetyrem drugim verxinam. Kak sledstvie, on kommutiruet so vsemi xestь operatorami, predstavl wimi generatory oktaзdriqes-kogo lievskogo kompozita, poskolьku oni vyraжa ts qerez kommutatory upom nytyh vyxe qetyreh operatorov. Itak, kommutatory operatorov, otveqa wih protivopoloжnym verxinam oktaзdra, leжat v centre algebry Li g, poroжdenno vsemi xestь operatorami, predstavl wimi generatory kompozita. Otfaktorizuem algebru Li g po centru. Poluqenna faktoralgebra izomorfna so(4) (pri зtom ispolьzuets to, qto formuly dl kommutatorov vseh xesti operatorov izvestny s toqnostь do зlementov centra algebry Li g). Utverжdenie predloжeni estь sledstvie зtogo rezulьtata i togo fakta, qto l boe centralьnoe rasxirenie poluprosto algebry Li trivialьno (t.e. raswepimo -sm.napr. [17] )
Konstrukci oktaзdriqeskogo lievskogo kompozita obobwaets na nekotory estestvenny klass poliзdrov, odnako, v obwem sluqae analog dokazannogo vyxe predloжeni neizvesten.
Primer 2 (Lievski kompozit Vitta [5] ). Pustь w -algebra Vitta [18] (podalgebra kompleksifikacii CVect(S 1 ) algebry Li Vect(S 1 ) gladkih vektornyh pole na okruжnosti S 1 , poroжdenna vsemi loranovskimi polinomialьnymi vektornymi pol mi) s bazisom e k (k ∈ Z) i kommutacionnymi sootnoxeni mi [e i , e j ] = (i − j)e i+j . Algebra Virasoro Cvir [19] vl ets odnomernym netrivialьnym centralьnym rasxireniem algebry Vitta.
Rassmotrim dve podalgebry p ± algebry Li w, poroжdennye e i s i ≥ −1 i i ≤ 1; otmetim, qto p + ∩p − = sl(2, C). Tro ka (w; p + , p − ) vl ets plotnym sv znym lievskim kompozitom, kotory my budem nazyvatь kompozitom Vitta.
L boe predstavlenie algebry Virasoro zadaet predstavlenie lievskogo kompozita Vitta v tom жe prostranstve. Obratnoe, koneqno жe, neverno, qto pokazyvaet sledu wa teorema.
Teorema 1A. De stvie algebry Li sl(2, C) v l bom module Verma V h (hзkstremalьny ves) moжet bytь odnoznaqno prodolжeno do predstavleni lievskogo kompozita Vitta (w; p + , p − ) i, sledovatelьno, do kompozitnogo predstavleni algebry Vitta w (i algebry Virasoro Cvir).
Dokazatelьstvo.
Utverжdenie teoremy sleduet iz vnyh formul dl tenzornyh operatorov v module Verma nad algebro Li sl(2, C) spina 2 (q Rkonformnyh simmetri ), kotorye i osuwestvl t predstavlenie lievskogo kompozita Vitta. Zameqanie 2. Obobwa terminologi rabot [1, 3] moжno govoritь, qto tenzornye operatory spina 2 (t.e. q R -konformnye simmetrii) v modul h Verma V h nad algebro Li sl(2, C) obrazu t seme stvo skrytyh simmetri , qь algebraiqeska struktura estь struktura lievskogo kompozita Vitta.
Otmetim, qto esli skrytye simmetrii realizu t predstavlenie lievskogo kompozita, oni ne trebu t "raspakovyvani " (podobna situaci imeet mesto v sluqae izokommutatornyh algebr skrytyh simmetri i lievskih g-puqkov [3:Topic 3;1: §2.1]).
Primer 3. Pustь w -algebra Vitta i (w; p ± ) -lievski kompozit Vitta. Rassmotrim abelevo (necentralьnoe) rasxirenie w e algebry Vitta pri pomowi generatorov f i (i ∈ Z) takoe, qto [e i , f j ] = jf j . Podalgebry p ± algebry Li w mogut bytь rasxireny do podalgebr p Teorema 1B. Predstavlenie kompozita Vitta v l bom module Verma V h (h -зkstremalьny ves) nad algebro Li sl(2, C) moжet bytь prodolжeno do predstavleni rasxirennogo kompozita Vitta (w e ; p e ± ) i, sledovatelь-no, kompozitnoe predstavlenie algebry Vitta w v V h prodolжaets do kompozitnogo predstavleni w e . Dokazatelьstvo. Dopolnitelьnye generatory f i predstavl ts tenzornymi operatorami spina 1 (komponentami razloжeni q R -affinnogo toka [7] ), a imenno
Zameqanie 3. Vesьma interesno bylo by rassmotretь kompozitnye predstavleni vewestvennyh poluprostyh algebr Li, "sostavlennye" iz obyqnyh predstavleni nekotoryh estestvennyh podalgebr (naprimer, dvuh protivopoloжnyh maksimalьnyh paraboliqeskih podalgebr ili dvuh protivopoloжnyh borelevskih algebr pl s, vozmoжno, nekotoryh vloжennyh algebr sl(2, C), i t.d.).
Zameqanie 4.
Kompozitnye predstavleni nekotoryh drugih algebraiqeskih struktur (izotopiqeskih par) rassmatrivalisь v rabote avtora [20] . Itak, vo vtorom paragrafe my vy snili, qto q R -konformnye simmetrii moжno sqitatь realizacie to жe samo algebraiqesko struktury (algebry Vitta ili algebry Virasoro), qto i konformnye simmetrii, odnako, pri nekotorom novom ponimanii samo operacii "predstavleni ". Takim obrazom, estestvenno postavitь vopros o tom, qto znaqit "predstavl tь" i kakimi svo stvami dolжny obladatь nestandartnye predstavleni , qtoby s nimi moжno bylo rabotatь takжe kak s obyqnymi, a takжe kak poluqatь iz uжe ime wihs tipov predstavleni novye neizvestnye tipy. Na зti voprosy prizvan otvetitь sledu wi paragraf, kotory budet nositь dostatoqno formalьny matematiqeski harakter, daleki ot naqalьno postanovki zadaqi iz nelokalьno kvantovo teorii pol . 3 . Kategorna teori predstavleni i q R -konformnye simmetrii: kompozitnye i overle nye predstavleni 3.1. Зlementy kategorno teorii predstavleni [6] . Dalee my budem rassmatrivatь predstavleni klassov obъektov, obrazu wih kategori , kotoru my budem nazyvatь bazovo kategorie . Kategornye aspekty standartno teorii predstavleni razbiralisь v [16] . Nekotorye kategornye obobweni opisany v [21] . Odnako, niжe budut sformulirovan naibolee obwi abstraktny formalizm, kotory neobhodim dl naxih zadaq. Opredelenie 2A. Teorie predstavleni bazovo kategorii A nazyvaets kontravariantny funktor R iz kategorii A v kategori ABEL vseh malyh abelevyh kategori .
Inogda sleduet rassmatrivatь kategori ADD vseh malyh additivnyh kategori vmesto ABEL. Odnako, dl prostoty budet ispolьzovatьs tolьko kategori ABEL.
Qasto bazova kategori imeet r d horoxih svo stv, naprimer, qto dl proizvolьnogo koneqnogo seme stva obъektov suwestvuet ih koproizvedenie, sovpada wee s proizvedeniem. Зta situaci imeet mesto dl algebr Li, grupp Li, koneqnyh grupp, associativnyh algebr, algebr Hopfa i mnogih drugih struktur. Odnako, bolьxinstvo algebraiqeskih par (naprimer, izotopiqeskie pary [1: §2.2;19]) ne obrazu t kategori podobnogo tipa. Ot bazovo kategorii A, v kotoro proizvedeni i koproizvedeni koneqnogo qisla obъektov suwestvu t i sovpada t, my potrebuem v opredelenii teorii predstavleni , qtoby bylo zadano associativnoe seme stvo vloжeni R(a) × R(b) ֒→ R(a + b) (a i b -proizvolьnye obъekty bazovo kategorii A). Takie teorii predstavleni budem nazyvatь kvazitenzorialьnymi.
Zameqanie 5. Esli obъekt a bazovo kategorii A dopuskaet koassociativny monomorfizm ε v a + a, to R(a) vl ets tenzorno kategorie , kolь skoro teori predstavleni R kvazitenzorialьna.
Suwestvu t nekvazitenzorialьnye teorii predstavleni daжe dl horoxo izvestnyh kategori predstavl emyh obъektov, naprimer, obwie HS-proektivnye predstavleni algebr Li [5] ili unitarnye HS-psevdopredstavleni grupp Li. Opredelenie 2B. Teori predstavleni R dl bazovo kategorii A nazyvaets gomomorfno , esli suwestvuet podkategori A 0 kategorii A (podkategori mixene ) taka , qto dl proizvolьnogo obъekta a kategorii A kategori R(a) otoжdestvl ets s kategorie Mor(a, A 0 ) vseh (klassov зkvivalentnosti) morfizmov iz a v obъekty kategorii mixene A 0 .
Naprimer, teorii vseh line nyh, proektivnyh ili unitarnyh predstavleni grupp Li gomomorfny. Otmetim, qto kategori mixene A 0 vsegda vl ets additivno (no ne ob zatelьno abelevo ) podkategorie bazovo kategorii A. Opredelenie 2V. Teori predstavleni R dl bazovo kategorii A nazyvaets skryto gomomorfno , esli suwestvuet gomomorfna teori pred-stavleni R ′ dl kategorii K i funktor (kak pravilo, mnogoznaqny ) ̺ : A → K takie, qto R = R ′ • ̺.
Niжe my privedem nekotorye primery i obwie konstrukcii skryto gomomorfnyh teori predstavleni dl kategorii LIE algebr Li, inspirirovannye predloжennym vyxe rexeniem obratno zadaqi teorii predstavleni dl q R -konformnyh simmetri v nelokalьno kvantovo teorii pol , kotorye ne vl ts gomomorfnymi, i opixem ih interpretacii v terminah kategorno teorii predstavleni .
3.2.
Kompozitnye teorii predstavleni [6] . Izloжim abstraktny kategorny formalizm dl kompozitnyh predstavleni algebr Li, opredelennyh vo vtorom paragrafe.
Opredelenie 3A. Pustь A -topologizirovanna bazova kategori (t.e. snabжenna topologie Grotendika [22] ). Pustь R -teori predstavleni dl A. Kompozitna teori predstavleni C(R) dl A moжet bytь postroena sledu wim obrazom. Pustь a -obъekt bazovo kategorii A i S = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . s n ) (s i ∈ Mor(a i , a)) -pokrytie a, togda obъekty kategorii C(R)(a) sutь nabory dannyh (b 1 , b 2 , . . . b n ), b i ∈ R(a i ) takih, qto dl proizvolьnogo obъekta c i monomorfizmov f ∈ Mor(c, a), f i ∈ Mor(c, a i ) (f = s i • f i ) vypoln ets ravenstvo (kompozitnoe pravilo skle ki)
Morfizmy v C(R)(a) opredel ts soglasovannym obrazom.
Dl l bo teorii predstavleni R kompozitna teori predstavleni C(R) vl ets puqkom abelevyh kategori nad topologizirovanno bazovo kategorie A [22] . Зto -puqok, kanoniqeski postroenny po predpuqku R nad topologizirovanno bazovo kategorie A (otmetim, qto teori predstavleni dl topologizirovanno bazovo kategorii A estь v toqnosti po opredeleni predpuqok nad ne ).
Teorema 2A [6] . Kompozitnye predstavleni algebr Li obrazu t kompozitnu teori predstavleni C(R), gde R -standartna teori predstavleni algebr Li (nakryti algebr Li zada ts kak plotnye sv znye lievskie kompozity).
Otmetim, qto topologi Grotendika v teoreme 2A otliqaets ot obyqno [21] .
Zameqanie 6. Esli R -standartna teori predstavleni algebr Li, to kompozitna teori predstavleni C(R) skryto gomomorfna, vspomogatelьna kategori K -kategori lievskih kompozitov, a podkategori mixene K 0 sostoit iz algebr Li End(H) line nyh operatorov v line nyh prostranstvah, t.e. ta жe, qto i dl standartno gomomorfno teorii predstavleni . Odnako, esli R -obwa teori predstavleni , to o skryto gomomorfnosti C(R) niqego ne izvestno.
podozreva , qto pon tie skryto gomomorfnosti kompozitnyh teori predstavleni moжet bytь pon to v terminah teorii toposov [22] .
Zameqanie 7. C(C(R)) = C(R).
